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This research was conducted by a fourth-grade teacher and doctoral student in mathematics 
education in conjunction with their advisor, a professor of mathematics education.  

A growing body of research in mathematics education has highlighted the importance of 
recognizing mathematics learning as a socially mediated activity.  Indeed, mathematics education 
researchers have increasingly focused on how classroom dialogue can facilitate students’ creation of 
shared understandings.  Aligned with this theoretical heritage, we recognize that human life and 
learning are inherently social and rooted in communication.  We also recognize that student discourse 
is connected to student cognition and thus learning. Accordingly, this study relied on socio-cultural 
discourse analysis (Hennesy, et al., 2016, Mercer, 2010) both as a theoretical and a methodological 
tool to examine the nature of dialogue in one classroom in the context of students’ collaborative work 
on one visual task. We ask, given the centrality of task selection to fostering discourse, how the use 
of a visual task, as an instructional tool, might affect students’ peer-to-peer discourse practices? 

Methods 
The goal of this study was to identify specific discourse practices students utilized while 

collaborating on a visual mathematics task.  A focus group of 4, fourth-grade students’ interactions 
on one task was used as a data source for analysis. 

The participants worked on a task (Boaler, 2017, p. 32) that asked them to work together to find 
patterns.  Students were each nine to ten-years-old and represented a range of academic abilities.  
The group discussion was videotaped and transcribed.  

Transcriptions were coded using Hennessy et al.’s Scheme for Educational Dialogue Analysis 
(SEDA) (Hennessy, et al., 2016). SEDA offers a scheme for analyzing discourse practices, 
specifically outlining different practices. 

Findings 
A total of 111 utterances were coded.  Students most frequently conjectured and made their 

reasoning explicit by utilizing visual models presented in the task.  Additionally, “Explicit reasoning” 
and “build on ideas of others” accounted for the majority of students’ communicative acts during the 
discussions. 

Group members exhibited different patterns of practice and adopted different roles. Despite 
differences in discourse moves, the majority of communicative acts consisted of students’ 
conjectures and ensuing explanations using the task’s visual models.  Learners’ comments frequently 
relied on the visuals with statements such as, “Look, (points to paper), there are triangles all over the 
place.”  Group members relied on the visual task as they considered proposed ideas, built on them, 
and utilized them in their own work. 
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